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The mobility of researchers at all stages of their training and career is recognized as a most important 
issue for the effective construction of the European research area. Yet, despite much effort and progress, 
results are still unsatisfactory. 

Each country has set up its own career tracks and modes of recruitment but they share some general 
features: for example, most countries rely on universities for recruitment although countries, such as 
France, presently use both research agencies (such as CNRS and INSERM in the case of France) and 
universities. All countries recognize the importance of post-doctoral positions but the difficulty is to offer 
young scientists real, concrete and attractive perspectives on how they will be integrated in the society. 
Only a few countries, such as France and Italy, consider senior scientists as civil servants and many 
countries have established career tracks which are based on the renewal of research contracts. 

Yet, despite these disparities, it is possible to identify within Europe those senior scientists, who have 
obtained a tenure position or its equivalent. 

The Commission staff working paper entitled "A Mobility Strategy for the European Research Area" 
as well as the preparation of a "Code of Conducts For the Recruitment of Researchers" are very important 
steps and will offer excellent opportunities for each country to re-examine its own policy concerning the 
recruitment of researchers in a European environment. 

In this context we suggest that, in any appropriate document and format, the Commission clearly 
emphasizes the following points: 

� Mobility must be available at all stages of scientists’ career tracks: 

� PhD and Post-doctoral steps: these stages are met by the Marie Curie program and by some 
national programs. 

� Senior scientists with tenure positions: there are a number of possibilities offered for mobility 
at this stage, in the framework of the Commission programs or opportunities offered by 
universities or research agencies at national level; yet, we believe that, at least in some 
countries, mobility is still restricted to a rather low number of scientists because there is no 
recognised "European Career track” whereby a scientist may maintain tenure while moving 
from one country to another. 

� Thus, it should be recognised that we are discussing scientists’ career tracks at two 
complementary levels: 

� The national career tracks which retain their specificity, aim at attracting scientists in the 
given country, but should be organised with some general principles and in particular, in the 
frame of the code of conducts, should avoid precariousness for young scientists. 

� A European career track should provide attractive incentives for mobility, guarantee stability 
by maintaining the scientists’ salary when they move outside of the national territory, and 
encourage transfer of knowledge through partnerships with hospitals, universities and 
industry.�

This can be accomplished by designing a "European track" which would combine tenure 
position with temporary, project-based contracts (3-5 years), obtained for example from a 
university, a hospital, an industrial partner or any other relevant institution and representing 
about one-third of the total salary. 
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We strongly believe that creating such a track would have a profound impact on scientists’ 
mobility and markedly enhance the flexibility and attractiveness of careers in research; it 
should also provide more visibility to the European perspective and avoid limiting this 
mobility to the "very high flyers": a scientist would maintain his position and salary in his 
country of origin without any change; in addition, he or she would receive a strong incentive 
both at financial level (with the additional financial support based on the temporary contract 
with the host institution) and for his/her career as mobility would be recognised as a positive 
evaluation criteria by his/her national research agency or university, this track being clearly 
part of each national program. 

� A "pilot" action in this direction could be initiated whereby the commission would work in 
collaboration with a few interested countries and research institutions to offer an open call on 
such an initiative. A number of important practical issues has to be addressed regarding the 
adjustment of salaries from one country to another as well as legal issues; these points should be 
first addressed from individual cases and in a second step may lead to more general proposals. 

For example, we submit here the "interface contracts" program, which INSERM has recently 
established in France to reinforce transfer of knowledge from basic to clinic and teaching in biomedical 
and health research. 
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The objective is to define career tracks which reconcile the permanency of a researcher's position 
(with improved attractiveness and flexibility from an individual point of view) and the strengthening of the 
interface between INSERM activities: clinical and public health research, teaching and the exploitation of 
results. 

In 2003, in the context of an elitist programme, INSERM offered its full-tenure researchers temporary 
contracts (3 to 5 years, paid 1500 euros/month); the status of researchers (CR or DR) and their basic 
salaries remained unchanged. These interface contracts are designed for high-level researchers involved in 
projects to meet specific criteria which have been defined with other partners of the programme: the 
projects must contribute to the transfer of research results to hospitals or universities. 

These interface contracts, which supplement the remuneration of full-tenure researchers, are attributed 
after an assessment of scientific excellency and of their coherence with the strategic objectives of the 
partners concerned: university hospital, university, etc.  

An �� ������	��	 evaluation allows an assessment of scientific productivity and achievement of the 
targets initially set. If relevant, the contract may therefore be renewed. 

In 2002 and 2003, 120 interface contracts (20 in 2002, 100 in 2003) were attributed in partnership 
with the Ministry of Health and by means of grants to the University Hospitals concerned. To this should 
be added 20 interface contracts funded by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Research out of the 2004 
budget, by means of grants to universities. 

In 2004, further interface contracts are planned, in partnership with: 
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� 
�������������	�� in the context of the participation of INSERM researchers in their activities 
(ANAES, InVS, AFSSAPS, etc.) and the implementation of specific programmes. 

� ��������: INSERM will propose invitations to tender aimed at encouraging collaboration between 
INSERM researchers and industry in the context of consultancy contracts. This measure will 
contribute to improving the visibility of this type of collaboration between academic research and 
the private sector. In addition, INSERM is asking the authorities that it should be allowed to offer 
researchers and their teams a supplement to their salaries arising from contracts concluded with 
partners in industry. 

� ����	��� 	���	���	���: INSERM will offer interface contracts for researchers working in other 
countries. These contracts will be drawn up with a university or hospital in the host country. 

� INSERM has made a specific request to the authorities to allow it to fund interface contracts for 
scientific administration of projects (programme management, management of units or Federated 
Research Institutes, etc).  

INSERM will combine these individual contracts with support to the research team involved in the 
project, through a project-dedicated operating grant. This arrangement may also concern researchers 
recruited as Directors of Research by INSERM. 

Finally, the proposals put forward by INSERM would enable supplementary income not only for the 
project manager but also for some researchers, research assistants, technicians or administrative staff 
involved in these projects. 

 


